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AIbstract v

Abstract

The discretionary access controls in today's computer systems are de-
signed to enforce a specific access control policy. An &pplication whose
access control policies do not easily match the policy that is "wired" into
the system is forced to "work around" that wired-in policy. As a result, the
application itself must enforce discretionary security and cannot make use
of the assurances of the computer system's discretionary access controls.

Here we present a flexible approach to discretionary access control that
allows the implementation of arbitrary access control policies. The general-
ity of the approach allows a user to implement a discretionary access control
policy that is tailored to an application, rather than having to work around
a specific policy that is wired into the computer system.

We focus on discretionary controls for object-oriented systems. Object-
oriented systems are an emerging technology of great import for applica-
tions in business, industry, and the military. Many of these applications
must share information among users with different needs and authorizations.
The specific access rules desired will vary from application to application.
Thus, we propose a flexible approach to discretionary access control for such
systems.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Traditional discret.,nary security mechanisms are usually based on either
access control lists or capability lists. These mechanisms are cumbersome
if one wishes to impose further restrictions based on, for example, time,
day of week, date, or location. Additionally, these mechanisms tend to
restrict one's thinking about access control policies to the abilities of the
mechanisms.

In addition to the usual simple access control lists and capability lists,
there are other dimensions to discretionary access control policies whose in-
terpretations are ambiguous and which have largely been ignored in today's
commercial systems. However, some of these dimensions, such as support
for user groups and for specific denial of authorization, are required at the
higher evaluation classes of the DoD Trusted Computer System Evaluation
Criteria [1], and others, such as support for role-based access controls, are
commonly required for military applications. Others, such as ownership
policies, are commonly implemented, but in a seemi,.:gy haphazard way.
For database systems, there are even more policy choices. The result is that
it is apparently impossible for a single general-purpose system to satisfy the
diqcretioiary access control requirements of all, or even most, applications.
Thus, until now, vendors have been forced to make arbitrary choices, and
the users of such systems have had to force their security policies into the
vendor-supplied access control mechanisms.

Because so many alternative formulations of discretionary access control
policies are possible, it is unnecessarily limiting to have to "wire" a specific
policy into a system. It is appealing to envision a system that could en-
force any of a number of discretionary access control policies, where each
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ins*allation would instantiate the particular policy to be enforced. Such a
mechanism should be designed into a system in such a way that high as-
surance could be obtained that the security policy that the user selects will
be enforced. The benefit of this is obvious: with a wired-in policy, only the
single policy that is wired into the system can be enforced with any assur-
ance. If an application works around the wired-in policy to implement an
application-specific policy, there will be no assurance that this application-
specific policy will be correctly enforced. With a general approach such as is
proposed here, in which a user can express a wide variety of security policies,
whatever policy the user expresses can be enforced with the same degree of
assurance.

In this report we first discuss some of the discretionary access control
policy dimensions for which flexibility and choice are desired. (Many of these
issues were first raised by Lunt (21.) Then we present a general approach for
specifying arbitrary application-specific discretionary access control policies
in a single general-purpose database system. We pay particular attention to
discretionary access control policies for object-oriented database system;.

This report is orgapized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces some generic
issues of discretionary access control. Chapter 3 introduces some additional
issues that arise in database systems. Chapter 4 provides some background
and definitions for object-oriented database systems. Chapter 5 discusses
discretionary security issues for object-oriented databases. Chapter 6 pro-
poses some extensions to the approach to allow users an additional degree
of flexibility in specifying access control policies. Chapter 7 contains our
conclusions.
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Chapter 2

General Issues in
Discretionary Access
Control

Discretionary security policies for most operating systems and file systems
are fairly simple and straightforward. These policies can be easily modeled
using the Graham-Denning access matrix model [3). This model defines
an access matrix in which the rows represent subjects (user,, processes),
the columns represent obje-ts (e.g., files, programs, subsystems), and the
intersection of a row and a column contains the access modes (e.g., read,

write, execute) that the subject has authorization for with respect to the

object.
The Graham-Denning model leaves many questions unanswered, how-

ever. Particularly troubling are some of the requirements in the DoD Trusted

Computer System Evaluation Criteria [1] for support for such things as group
authorization and explicit denial of authorization. This chapter discusses

some of these issues.

2.1 Groups

Discretionary security policies are concerned not only with which subjects
may obtain access to which objects, but also with the granting, revoking,
and denying of authorizations to and from users and groups. Given the
set of authorizations for users and groups, some rule must be applied f-r

deriving authorizations for subjects.
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In the general case, a user may belong to more than one group. In
assigning privileges to subjects acting on behalf of a user, one can choose to

" Have the subject operate with the union of the privileges of all the
groups to which the user belongs as well as all his or her individual
privileges

* Have the suibject operate with the privileges of only one group at a
time as well as all his or h~r individual privileges

" Allow the subject to choose whether to operate with its user's priv-
ileges or with the privileges of one of the groups to which its user
belongs

" Implement some other policy

The second and third options above provide a means to support the concept
of least privilege.

Note that even if a subject S is constrained to be associated with at
most one group to which its associated user U belongs, a user is still not
constrained to operate with the authorizations of only one group at a time.
For example, if user U belongs to a group G, that is authorized for a relation
or view R, and U also belongs to another group G2 that has been specifically
denied authorization for R, then U can still gain access to R by employing
a subject whose associated group is G (unless U has also been individually
denied authorization for R). Thus, this choice of policy constrains subjects
rather than users, and can be thought of as a form of least privilege.

2.? Roles

Some applications may require that discretionary access controls be specified
on the basis of user roles. Many systems have some built-in roles (e.g., sys-
tem auiginistrator, database administrator, system security officer). How-
ever, different users are likely to have different requirements and definitions
for such roles. Ir additici, many applications require that arbi.rary user
job access contro1 requirements be formalized in terms of roles (for exam-
ple, the secure military message system [41). Thus, a generic capabiiity for
application-defined roles is desirable.

The relationship between a user's role authr'rizations and his or her user
and group authorizations probrbly depends on the application. Whether
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a user acting in a certain role is to be prohibited from granting some of
his or her role privileges to a user acting in another role is also probably
application dependent.

Recently a roles-like extension to the SQL query language for relational
database systems has been adopted by ANSI for a future version of the
ANSI SQL standard [5]. This extension aims to improve database system
security by simplifying security administration. Discretionary security in
SQL is based on access control lists. In most database applications, the
users interact with the system at a much higher conceptual level than that
of individual relations. For example, a typical database application might
present the user with a set of menus and fill-in-the-blank screens, and provide
the user with a set of function keys with specific operations defined for each
screen. Users who interact with such an application are unlikely to be aware
of how the data is organized into relations. Thus, an access control list
mechanism for discretionary security requires users to specify the security
attributes at too low a conceptual level in the system. The application's
security policy is likely to be expressed in terms of the entities defined for the
application, rather than in terms of the underlying relations. Typically, in
these applications, managing the access control lists on the underlying data
is performed by a security administrator. But managing a large collection of
access control lists is a hard problem [6]. Part of what makes the problem so
hard is that the security administrator must maintain a conceptual mapping
in his or her head for how the application is mapped onto individual relations
or columns of relations. In addition, typical application-specific security
policies may be of the form "this user can access that data only if he is
running one of these application programs" [5); such policies are impossible
to express in terms of simple access control lists.

The ANSI SQL roles facility addresses these problems by introducing the
concept of named protection domains (NPDs) [5]. A named protection do-
main is a way of grouping privileges and assigning the resultant collection of
privileges to specific individuals. A named protection domain is introduced
to simplify security administration. For example, the ability to update the
SALARY column in an EMPLOYEES table can be granted to a named
protection domain called SALARY-CLERK. All the other specific autho-
rizations required by a salary clerk would also be granted to the SALARY-
CLERK named protection domain. Then, when a new salary clerk joins the
organization, It is a simple matter to grant the new individual authorization
for the SALAR''-CLERh named protection domain. The NPDs can be de-
signed by the applications designers and set up by the applications builders;
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then the adminiqtration of security becomes a relatively simple task that
can be performed by someone with little or no knowledge of the underlying
implementation of the application in terms of relations and views. Only
one NPD can be active at any one time, making it possible to enforce a
separation-of-duties policy with this facility.

The ORACLE database management system implements the ANSI SQL
roles facility described above.

2.3 Ownership

Most systems implement some concept of ownership of objects; each object
has a defined owner. Ownership policies are generally implemented so that
the owner of an object is the only individual authorized for certain operations
on the object, for example, the authorization to delete the object, or to grant
and revoke authorizations for the object.

The requirements for the specific definition of object ownership in terms
of the special authorizations that are held only by the owner of an object may
vary from application to application. Whether a certain class of user, such
as a database administrator or security officer, is able to revoke such special
authorizations from the owner of an object may also be an application-
dependent choice. A facility that allows an appropriate ownership policy for
the organization to be defined at system installation would allow vendors
to provide the comprehensiveness and flexibility of control to cover most
applications' access control requirements while avoiding having to wire in a
fixed ownership policy.

2.4 Explicit Denial of Authorization

In the higher evaluation classes of the DoD Trusted Computer System Eval-
uation Criteria [1], users must be able to specify which users and groups are
authorized for specific modes of access to named objects, as well as which
users and groups are explicitly denied authorization for particular named
objects. Note that explicit denial of authorization is not the same as simple
lack of authorization. For example, the set of users and groups authorized
for an object might be implemented as an ACL (access control list) and the
set of users and groups explicitly denied authorization as an XACL (ezch,-
sionary access control list), as in the naxal surveilance model [7]. Because
the set of users and groups authorized for an object may be independent
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of the set of users and groups denied authorization, there may be apparent
conflicts between the two sets. For example, consider the following ACL and
XACL for a relation R:

ACL: U71, U2,G 1,G 2

XACL: U1, G2 , U3, G3

Now consider the following questions:

* Is U1 authorized for R?
* If U2 E G3 , is U2 authorized for R?
* If U1 E G1, is U1 authorized for R?
* If U1 E G1 and U1 E G 2 , is U1 authorized for R?

* If U3 E G 1 , U3  G 2 , and U3  G 3 , is U3 authorized for R?

The answers to questions such as these are not provided by the DoD Trusted
Computer System Evaluation Criteria. Specific choices have been made
by particular systems designed for these evaluation classes; however, such
choices are arbitrary and may not be suitable for all applications. Lunt [2, 8]
goes into detail about a number of specific alternative approaches to these
questions. However, choices about the meaning of denial and about how to
reconcile the authorizations granted to users individually and as members

of groups are application dependent. Thus, such choices could be specified
at system-installation time using a mechanism such as is proposed in this
report.
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Chapter 3

Discretionary Access
Control Issues Arising in
Database Systems

In a relational database system, additional discretionary access control issues
become important. These issues include how to control the propagation of
authorizations and revocations, and how view authorizations are related to
authorizations on relations.

3.1 Propagation of Authorization

Several database systems, for example ORACLE, use grantflags to control
the propagation of authorizations. In these systems, grantflags are specified
for each user for a relation or view and access mode. The grantflag can have
she value "grant" or "nogrant." The grant flag allows a user to grant and
revoke the corresponding access mode. In addition, a user with a grant flag
for a relation or view R and mode m can give and rescind that grantflag.

In SeaView [9, 10], the propagation of access modes is controlled through
the access modes "grant" and "give-grant." If a user U is authorized the
grant access mode for a relation or view R, then U can grant or revike
any access mode other than grant and give-grant for R. A user U that
is authorized the give-grant access mode for R can additionally grant and
revoke the grant and give-grant access modes for R.

SeaView's inclusion of the give-grant mode enables a greater degree of
control over the propagation of authorizations than does ORACLE's grant-
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flag approach. In ORACLE, if user A grants user B mode m for relation
or view R with the grantflag, then A cannot prevent B from granting the
grantflag to other users. In SeaView, however, A could grant B the grant
mode while withholding the give-grant mode.

There are other means, such as ownership policies, for controlling the
propagation of authorizations. The choice, however, is likely to be applica-
tion specific.

3.2 Propagation of Revocations

In System R [11], when a user A revokes an access mode from another user
B, the mode is also revoked from all users to whom B had granted the
mode (which in turn starts several other chains of revocations). This policy
is called cascading revocation. If user B had granted many authorizations
over a long period of time, as would be the case if user B were, say, a system
security administrator or a database administrator, then the revocation of
B's authorizations can have far-reaching, unpredictable, and undesired ef-
fects. Managing these difficulties is sufficiently complex that the vendors of
the products that implement this cascading revocation policy recommend
that, rather than assign individual usernames to security administrators and
database administrators, a single role name be used for all such users. That
is, these vendors recommend that all system administrators login under a

single SYSADMIN username, and all database administrators login under

a single DBA username. This has the obvious drawback that such users
cannot then be held individually accountable for their actions.

To lessen these difficulties, some database system vendors provide two
types of revocation: cascaded and simple. Cascaded revocation is as de-
scribed above; simple revocation simply revokes the specified authorization
from the named group or individual. In SeaView, for example, revocation is
not propagated. Moreover, if an ownership policy is in effect, propagation
of revocation may be inappropriate.

Whether to propagate revocation of authorization is an application-
specific choice.

3.3 Authorizations for Views

In many relational database systems, a user may be authorized for a view
without being authorized for the underlying relation(s). In such systems,
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granting authorization for a view but not for the underlying relation is a
means of restricting authorization to a subset of the data contained in the
relation.

SeaView does not require that a user be authorized for a relation in
order to access a view defined on that relation. Instead, SeaView includes
a reference mode that can be used to control which users and groups can
gain access to stored data through views. In SeaView, a user can exercise
access mode m for a view only if he or she is authorized for the reference
mode on all referenced relations at the time the view is accessed. A user can
withhold the ability to reference a relation through a view by not granting
the reference mode.

The Sybase Secure Dataserver takes another alternative, in which users
cannot obtain data through a view unless they have the corresponding au-
thorizations for all the referenced relations. No authorization information is
kept for views [12].

A consequence of the SeaView approach is that when a user creates a
view, he or she becomes authorized for only those access modes for it for
which the user is authorized for each underlying relation. The set of users
and groups authorized for a view is modified as access modes are subse-
quently granted and revoked for that view, independently from the granting
and revoking of modes for the underlying relation(s). As a result, if a user
or group G is later granted additional authorizations for the underlying re-
lations, G does not thereby gain the corresponding authorizations for the
views defined on those relations. Another consequence is that view autho-
rizations are not revoked when authorization for an underlying relation is
revoked.

With the Sybase approach, view authorizations are computed from the
authorizations for the underlying relations at the time the view is accessed.
With this approach, if a user's authorization for an underlying relation is
revoked, the user can no longer access the view.

Which of these approaches is desired is an application-dependent choice.
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Chapter 4

Object-Oriented Database
Systems

Object-oriented databases are a powerful means for organizing and manag-
ing very large applications, which would otherwise be impossibly complex.
Object-oriented database systems are organized around objects, which model
real-world entities. The concept of an object can be used to model a simple
item, such as a number, or a complex item, such as an aircraft. Each object
has some state and a defined set of operations that can be performed on it.
An object's state is represented by a set of instance variables that are part
of the object definition. The value of an instance variable can also be the
identifier of another object (indicating a relationship with another object).
Operations on objects are handled by methods, which are executed in the
context of the object's state upon the receipt of messages.

A group of objects with similar properties forms a class, which is also
an object. A class can be system-defined (for example, a class of integers)
or user-defined (for example, a class of customers).

4.1 Objects

An object represents either a class or an individual, and stores named at-
tributes in instance variables. For example, the object CUSTOMER could have
instance variables CUSTOMER-ID, ORGANIZATION-NAME. AUTHORIZED-REP,

ADDRESS, PHONE-NUMBER, and CALLING-HOURS.

Object-oriented systems typically support both a subclass and an in-
stance relation, where an instance object is an individual, meaning it can
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have no instances of its own. Both subclasses and instances inherit the vari-

ables of the parent class object, and may have additional variables of their

own.
For the purposes of this report, we will not make use of the distinction

between subclass objects and individual objects. We will use the term "in-

stance" ambiguously to refer either to a subclass or to an individual instance.

The difference between a subclass and an individual instance is significant
primarily for reasons of implementation efficiency; it does not affect secu-
rity policy. Thus, our approach is equally valid for systems that make this

distinction and those that do not.

4.2 Methods

An object has methods defined for it. Methods encapsulate the behavior

of an object, in that an object can be acted upon only through executing

the methods defined for the object. Methods consist of executable code.

Methods are invoked by sending messages to an object. A message consists

of a command, which selects the appropriate method, and some arguments,

if necessary.

A method performs three sorts of activities: (1) it may read and write

the variables of the object where it resides; (2) it may send messages to other

objects, to invoke methods there; and (3) it may, when it terminates, return

a value to the sender of the message that invoked it. Ability (2) accounts

for much of both the usefulness and complexity of object-oriented systems.

For example, a Bank-account object would have methods for the com-

mands Withdraw, Deposit, and Query-balance. To withdraw or deposit

funds in a specific bank account, a message of the form command value

is sent to the object representing that bank account, where command is

either Withdraw or Deposit, and value is the amount to be deposited or
withdrawn. To query the balance for a specific account, the message Query-

balance would be sent to the account object.
Methods are inherited by instances. This means that a method placed

in a class object is automatically made available to its descendants. The
Withdraw method for bank accounts, for example, need only be placed

in the Bank-account class object, to permit all individual bank accounts
to respond to a Withdraw message. Inheritance of methods is one of the

greatest benefits of the object-oriented approach.
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4.3 Inheritance

One of the greatest benefits of the object-oriented approach is inheritance.
Inheritance allows the object structure, names and default values of instance
variables, and methods to be inherited from the object's parent or class
object. Thus, in the object model, a class hierarchy designates the structure
of subclasses and superclasses.

For example, the class CUSTOMER is a subclass of the class COMPANY.

A subclass inherits the instance variables and methods of its superclass. If
a class has more than one superclass, and two or more of its superclasses
have instance variables of the same name, then the instance variable that is
inherited by the subclass depends on some a priori rule.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the class hierarchy. The class SKI has subclasses
NORDIC-SKI and ALPINE-SKI. NORDIC-SKI and ALPINE-SKI inherit the in-
stance variables and methods of SKI, and may define some additinn-a Ai-

stance variables and methods ol their own. ClAss ALHiNE-SKI in turn has
subclasses RACING-SKI and RECREATIONAL-SKIm, and class NORDIC-SKI has

subclasses TELEMARK-SKI, SKATING-SKI, and TOURING-SKI. RACING-SKI

and RECREATIONAL-SKI in turn inherit the instance variables and methods

of ALPINE-SKI, and TELEMARK-SKI, SKATING-SKI, and TOURING-SKI inherit
the instance variables and methods of NORDIC-SKI. In addition to the in-

stance variables and methods they inherit, RACING-SKI, RECREATIONAL-SKI,

TELEMARK-SKI, SKATING-SKI, and TOURING-SKI may define some additional
ones of their own. In addition, they may override the default values for in-

stance variables that were inherited from their parent.
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Figure 4. 1: The is-a class hierarchy
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Chapter 5

Discretionary Access
Controls for
Object-Oriented Database
Systems

Discretionary access control models can be represented by the access matrix
model developed by Lampson in 1971 [13) and further refined by Graham
and Denning [3]. To make it more useful for database systems, the model
was extended with predicates and other components [14, 15, 16]. For exam-
ple, predicates can represent content-dependent access controls that may be
implemented by views. There has been considerable study of the application
of these models to relational databases [6, 15, 17, 11, 16].

Object-oriented database models are much richer and more complex than
the relational model. Thus, many new discretionary security issues are in-
troduced. For example, a fundamental property of object-oriented systems
is inheritance. If a user is authorized to access a class, should that user
also be authorized to access all of its instances or descendants? Should this
inherited authorization also include authorization for attributes that do not
exist in the parent class but were defined in the descendants [18]?

If authorizations are inherited, that is, if authorization for a class implies
authorization for all instances of the class, then we have the undesirable
result that individuals who are authorized for objects that are high up in the
oiject hierarchy (nt.ar the rcot object) will be consequently authorized for
I:luch or all of the database. Thus, there is a need to override these inherited
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authorizations. One way to do this is to use negative authorization, which
is given a higher priority than positive authorization. Another way is to use
explicit authorization to override implicit inherited authorization.

In this chapter we present an approach for discretionary security for
object-oriented database systems. This approach could also be specialized
for use for object-oriented operating systems, which typically do not support
inheritance or support only a limited type of inheritance.

5.1 Related Work

Several research groups have been studying discretionary security for object-
oriented database systems. Won Kim and his group at MCC have developed
a detailed formal model for object-oriented systems using ORION as an il-
lustration (the ORION object-oriented database system was also developed
at MCC) [19). Implied authorizations are inherited through the object hier-
archy. They introduce the notion of weak and strong authorizations, where
strong authorizations can override weak authorizations. Their model also
includes positive and negative authorizations, where negative authorizations
are used to represent explicit denial of authorization. Their approach makes
an important contribution by proposing algorithms for reconciling negative
and positive authorizations through the use of strong and weak authoriza-
tions. Here we have borrowed many of their ideas in an attempt to make
use of inheritance in the discretionary security policy.

Udo Kelter at the University of Hagen in West Germany is developing
models for distributed structurally object-oriented database systems (20]. A
similar model was developed by K. Dittrich and his group at the University
of Karlsruhe in West Germany, for the DAMOKLES database system [211.
The model defines complex objects, which are composed of sets of other
objects as component parts. For example, an object of class BICYCLE is a
composite of objects of class FRAME, WHEEL, HANDLEBARS, FITTINGS, and

SEAT. An object in the wheel class is in turn a composite of objects of class
TIRE, TUBE, RIM, SPOKE, and HUB. A HUB object may be composed of

objects of class BEARING, SCREW, and so forth. Such a database is useful
for describing a CAD or CASE application. In Kelter's model, complex
objects are the units of access control. Authorization conflicts may arise if
complex objects share components. The model also includes a hierarchy of
user groups, and subgroups inherit authorizations from supergroups.

Eduardo Fernandez and his group at Florida Atlantic University have
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developed an authorization model for object-oriented semantic databases
specially tailored to OSAM*, a CAD/CAM database system being imple-
mented at the Universi.y of FloridL (22, 18]. Fernandez's approach divides
the network of objects into administrative domains. The intent of this ap-
proach is to make the database suitable for large financiad applications.The
model defines authorization inheritance through the object hierarchy. Re-
cent work also considers how to handle negative authorizations and the use
of predicates [23].

J. D. Moffet and M. Sloman at the Imperial College of London use a
model that treats administrative users differently from ordinary users of the
data [241. Their model also includes the notion of object ownership; owners
can grant administrative authorizations. Recently they have considered how
their model may be implemented in a decentralized fashion [25].

5.2 Representing Discretionary Authorizations

One of the first decisions to be made is whether discretionary authorizations
should be attached to objects or stored in sepz.-ate authorization structures.
Most relational database systems use separate authorization structures. In
an object model, such sepaxate authorization structures could be represented
as a set of objects. Vith thiz approach, we would represent authorizations
as attributes of users and groups. Thus, users and groups are represented
as objects, and their authorizations are represented as instance variables, as
shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1 shows class user to be a subclass of class
group. Instances of the class user would be user objects representing the
individual users of the system. Other instaaces of the group class would be
the specific user groups that are defined. Each of these group objects would
have a set of instances that would :epresent the individuals belonging to
the group; these would be object-ids for the user objects representing the
individuals. Instances of a group object could also represent subgroups of
the group; these would be object-ids for other group objects.

With this approach, a user inherits the authorizations of all the groups he
or she belongs to. In addition, subgroups inherit the authorizations of their
parent groups. This approach has the drawback that it would be difficult
to implement a least-privilege sort of policy.

We take a different approach here. by attaching discretionary authoriza-
tions to the objects they refer to. This is illustrated in Figure 52.

In I icure 5.2. a list of individuals and groups would appear as the autho-
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object-id: A112
object-name: group object-id: A115
class: object object-name: user
instances: A123, A115 class: group
variables: name: instances: Q999, Q123

authorizations: variables: name:
clearance:
authorizations:
office:

Figure 5.1: Users and groups as objects

object-id:
class:
instances:

variables:
methods:
constraints:

authorizations: < list >

Figure 5.2: Authorizations attached to objects
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rization list. (An individual can be thought of as a group with one member.)

5.3 Inheritance of Discretionary Authorizations

With our approach of attaching discretionary authorizations to the objects
they refer to, an object inherits the authorizations of its parents. What this
means is, if a user is authorized for an object, then the user is also authorized
for the descendants, or instances, of the object. This approach has the
convenience that a user can be authorized for an entire set of objects simply
by authorizing the user for an appropriate class object; it is not necessary
to grant the user authorization for all of the dependent objects individually.

In our approach, discretionary access control attributes are inherited just
as are instance variables and methods. As for instance variables and meth-
ods, an object inherits the discretionary access control attributes not only
of its immediate parent object but also of its parent's parents, and so on up
the object hierarchy. For an object, additional discretionary access control
attributes can be defined and applied in addition to those that are inher-
ited. In the case of multiple inheritance, an object inherits the discretionary
authorization attributes of each of its parents.

However, intuitively it seems that the type of policy that many appli-
cations would need to implement would be one in which more and more
privilege is needed in order to access objects further down the class hierar-
chy. This is true of the mandatory security models that have been proposed
for object-oriented database systems [26, 27, 28]. These mandatory models
typically include a property that requires that the classification of an object
must dominate that of its parent object(s). Thus, in addition to the conve-
nience of inherited authorizations, we need a way .o restrict or override the
inherited authorizat:cns -n that users can assign the precise authorizations
desired for an object. We discuss a means of doing this in the next section.

5.4 Negative and Positive Authorizations

One of the requirements in the DoD Trusted Computer System Evaluation

Criteria 11] that appears at Class B3 for discretionary access control is that
users be able to specify which users and groups are authorized for spe-
cific modes of access to named objects, as well as which users and groups

are explcitly denid authorization for particular named objects (see Sec-

tion 2.4). Following the work of him et a], 29. 19]. we will call the explicit
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object-id:
class:
instances:

variables:
methods:

positive authorizations: < list >
negative authorizations: < list >

Figure 5.3: An object with its discretionary authorizations

discretionary authorizations positive authorizations and the explicit denials
of authorization negative authorizations.

Just as an object's positive authorizations are attached to the object, as
shown in Figure 5.2, we also attach the object's negative authorizations to
the object. Figure 5.3 shows the template of an object with its positive and
negative discretionary authorizations.

In Figure 5.3, a list of individuals and groups would appear under positive
authorizations and negative authorizations. The positive authorizations are
interpreted as "must belong to." That is, in order to be authorized for the
object, a user must belong to one of the groups in the positive authorizations
list. The negative authorizations are interpreted as "must not belong to."
That is, if a user belongs to one of the groups on this list, the user cannot
access the object.

Negative authorizations can be used to nullify the effects of positive
authorizations. For example, in the object structure shown in Figure 5.4,
the astronauts group is authorized for object 0234. Since authorizations are
inherited, this would imply that the members of the astronauts group are
also authorized for all instances of object 0234, that is, for all spaceships.
However, if we would like to restrict access to the hubble spaceship, which
is an instance of spaceship, so that user glenn of the astronauts group is
not authorized for the hubble spaceship, we can put glenn on the negative
authorizations list for the hubble spaceship. This is shown in Figure 5.4. In
the figure, the entry for the astronauts group that is shown for the hubble
spacecraft object (object 0458) has been inherited from the parent object,
object 0234.

Thus, the use of negative authorizations in conjunction with positive
authorizations allows users to implement policies in which more privilege is
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needed in order to access objects further down the class hierarchy. Negative
authorizations provide a way to restrict the inherited authorizations so that
users can assign the precise authorizations desired for an object.

object-id: 0234
object-name: spaceship
class: vehicle
instances: 0456,0457,0458

positive authorizations: astronauts
negative authorizations: <>

object-id: 0456
object-name: apollo
class: spaceship

object-id: 0457
object-name: enterprise
class: spaceship

object-id: 0458
object-name: hubble

class: spaceship

positive authorizations: astronauts
negative autAiorizations: glenn

Figure 5.4: The use of itegative authorizations

As we mentioned in Section 2.4, there can be difficulties in reconcil-
ing conflicting negative and positive authorizations. In [29], the concept of
strong and weak authorizations is introduced to deal with this problem. We
adopt this concept as well, as we describe in the next sectiou.
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5.5 Strong and Weak Authorizations

Our approach includes both weak and strong discretionary authorizations,
similar to [29] and [191. A strong authorization is one that cannot be over-
ridden by another authorization. A weak authorization can be overriddeL
by a strong authorization.

In [2] various means of reconciling positive and negative authorizations
are discussed. One of these is the most-specific r.-:e, which requires that if an
individual user is specifically granted or denied authorization for an object,
this takes precedence over any authorizations for the object that are granted
or denied to groups to which the user belongs. This is the approach taken
in Multics and proposed for SeaView. With the most-specific rule, negative
authorizations are simply a corvenience in forming the access control lists.
Th'y can be used as follows: if user A wants to make object 0 available to
everyone in group G except user B, then instead of enumerating everyone
except B in the access control list, A could grant authorization to G and
specifically deny authorization to B.

Another approach discussed in [2] is denials take precedence. With this
approach, a user or group's denial of authorization for an object takes prece-
dence over any authorizations that the user or group may have been granted
for the object. Under the interpretation that denials take precedence, if a
user A explicitly denies user U authorization for object 0 (by granting a
negative authorization), and a user B later grants a positive authorization
for 0 to U, then U will not become authorized. Thus, denial of authoriza-
tion is a strong measure that can be taken to ensure that specific users and
groups cannot obtain authorization to an obiect.

To illustrate the difference in these two policies, consider the object
shown in Figure 5.5. The figure shows an object representing the spaceship
enterprise. The figure also shows that user kirk is on the positive autho-
rization list for the object, and the captains group is on the :. ative autho-
rization list for the object. Since user kirk happens also to be a member of
group captains, there is a potential conflict between the two lists. With the
most specific rule, since user kirk is a more specific entry than group cap-
tains, then kirk's positive authorization takes precedence over the captains
group's negative authorization; thus, kirk is allowed access to the space-
ship enterprise. Thus, with the most specific rule, the two authorization
lists can be interpreted as meaning that no captains are authorized for the
spaceship enterprise with the exception of captain kirk. With the denials-
take-precedence policy, on the other hand, kirk's negative authorization as
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cmbc: of tle cap,,uts ap .kes precedence over his positive autho-
rization as an individual; thus, kirk is not allowed access to the spaceship
enterprise.

object-id: 0123
object-name: enterprise
class: spaceship

positive authorizations: kirk
negative authorizations: captains

Figure 5.5: Example: conflicting authorizations

The denials-take-precedence rule could be implemented with our ap-
proach by making all negative authorizations strong and all positive au-
thorizations weak. Thus, with inheritance of discretionary access control
attributes, specifying a negative authorization for a group for a parent ob-
ject ensures that no access to any of the object's offspring is granted to
members of the group. On the other hand, specifying a positive authoriza-
tion for a group for a parent object does not guarantee that the group will
be authorized for the offspring; in fact, the group will be authorized for the
offspring unless the child object contains a negative authorization for that
group.

The most-specific rule could be implemented with our approach by mak-
ing individual authorizations strong and group authorizations weak.

Both the denials-take-precedence policy and the most-specific policy are
simply two possible policies out of very many possible ways of resolving
conflicts among the positive and negative authorizations. How such con-
flicts should be resolved, whether it be through the use of the denials-
take-precedence policy or the most-specific policy, is an application-specific
choice. Rather than wire in one such choice, it is desirable to allow the
application to specify how such conflicts are to be resolved. To take advan-
tage of the full degree of flexibility possible, we allow specific negative and
positive authorizations to be individually labeled strong and weak, so that

many more policy variations than the two discussed above are possible. Fig-
ure 5.6 illustrates how strong and weak authorizations could be represented
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for individual positive and negative authorizations.

object-id:
class:
instances:

variables:
methods

strong positive authorizations: <list>
weak positive authorizations: <list>
strong negative authorizations: <list>
weak negative authorizations: <list>

Figure 5.6: Strong and weak authorizations

Figure 5.7 illustrates the use of strong and weak positive and negative
authorizations to implement a policy that says that all capta ns except cap-
tain kirk are to be denied authorization to the spaceship enterprise.

object-id: 0123
object-name: enterprise
class: spaceship

strong positive authorizations: kirk
weak negative authorizations: captains

Figure 5.7: Negative and positive authorizations

5.6 Direct Conflicts of Authorizations

It is possible for negative and positive authorizations to conflict, if they are
both weak or both strong. For example, in Figure 5.7, if a user could list
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the captains group as a strong negative authorization, rather than as a weak
negative authorization, there would still be an unresolved conflict. Ideally,
the proper assignment of weak and strong authorizations would be used
to avoid this situation. However, it may not be obvious at the time that
an authorization is granted or revoked that a resulting conflict may occur.
Thus, it would be useful and appropriate to include in the object-oriented
database system a tool that would analyze the authorizations for an object
to detect conflicts. A user would be notified if the result of his or her grant
or revoke operation would result in a conflict, so that either the grant/revoke
operation would not take effect or the situation would be remedied. One
mechanism for doing this would be to have integrity constraints on the
authorization lists. These constraints would be part of the root object and
inherited by every object in the system.

Since it is possible for such a tool to detect and prevent such conflicts, our
approach will assume that such conflicts do not exist, and that strong and
weak negative and positive authorizations have been assigned appropriately
so as to eliminate conflicts.

5.7 Representing Groups

To implement the policy described in the preceding sections, the system must
know which users belong to which groups, and which groups are subgroups
to which other groups. We represent users and groups as objects, as shown
in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.8 is similar to Figure 5.1 except that discretionary
authorizations are no longer attributes of user and group objects. Thus,
the figure shows class user to be a subclass of class group. Instances of
the class user would be user objects representing the individual users of the
system, as shown in Figure 5.9. Other instances of the group class would be
the specific user groups that are defined, as shown in Figure 5.10. Each of
these group objects would have a set of instances that would represent the
individuals belonging to the group; these would be object-ids for the user
objects representing the individuals, as shown in Figure 5.11. Instances of
a group object could also represent subgroups of the group; these would be
object-ids for other group objects; see Figure 5.10.

Note that in Figure 5.11 the user objects E123,E 234, and E456 have
two parent objects: payroll and user. Thus, Figure 5.11 shows that the user
objects inherit the instance variables of the user class as well as those of the
group class.
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object-id: A112
object-name: group object-id: A115
class: object object-name: user
instances: A123, A115 class: group
variables: group name: instances: Q999, Q123

admin: address: username:
phone:
office:

Figure 5.8: Representing users and groups

Arbitrary user attributes can be specified as part of the user class; those
shown in Figure 5.8 are simply examples. Some other user attributes that
the application might desire to specify could be job, department, projects,
location, integrity level, and hire-date. Thus, the system should allow the
specification of the user class to be customized by the system security ad-
ministrator or database designer.

5.8 Access Modes

The discussion above of negative and positive and weak and strong autho-
rizations was simplified somewhat, in that we assumed that the authoriza-
tion lists contain simply lists of users and groups. However, rather than
assign blanket authorization for an object to a user or group, most security
policies require the ability to assign specific modes of access for the object to
users and groups. Thus, in the authorization lists attached to objects, there
must be not only a designation of which users and groups are so authorized,
but an indication of which specific modes of access they are authorized.

Thus, each of an object's authorization lists is actually a set of lists, each
for a specific access mode, as shown in Figure 5.12. Some access modes, such
as create-instance, are relevant for all objects; slots for these are inherited
from the root object. Other access modes are relevant to a particular object
class and its methods. The particular access modes may correspond one
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object-id: A115
object-name: user
class: group
instances: E999, E123, E456

username:
address:
Phone:

Ioffice:

object-id: £999
object-name: jane roe
class: user

object-id: E123
object-name: emily foster
class: user

object-id: £456
object-name: gary smith
class: user

username: gsmilh
address: 12 main street
Phone: 327-1234
office: £3120

Figure 5.9: Users as objects
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object-id: A112
object-name: group
class: object
instances: A123,A115,A335
variables: groupname:

object-id: A123
object-name: personal
class: group

object-id: A115
object-name: managers
class: group

object-id: A335
object-name: finance
class: group

instances: G123,G234,G456

groupname: finance

object-id: G123
object-name: accounting

class: managers

object-id: G234

object-name: planning
class: managers:

object-id: G456
object-name: payroll
class: manager
instances: E123.E234,E456

groupname: payroll

Figure 5.10: Groups and subgroups
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object-id: G456
object-name: payroll
class: managers
instances: E123,E234,E456

Froupnarne: payroll

object-id: E123
object-name: dave miller
class: payroll, user

object-id: E234
object-name: steve lunt
class: payroll, user

object-id: E456
object-name: brenda murphy
class: payroll1, user

groupnarne: payroll
username: bmurphy
usernalne: payroll
address: 6 fifth ave
phone: 654-9876
office: BS145

Figure 5.11: Members of a group
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to one with the nethods defined for the object. Alternatively, a smaller
number of acces: modes could be defined, with each access mode relcvant
to a set of an object's methods. Figure 5.12 illustrates the structure of
the authorization lists. In Figure 5.12, each list is a list of user and group
identifiers.

Although the amount of authorization information that must be stored
with each object appears from Figure 5.12 to be enormous, in practice the
use of inheritance eliminates the need for storage of redundant data. Because
most of the authorization information is inherited from the parent objects,
only the additions to the authorization need be actually attached to any
instance.

5.9 Control of Propagation of Authorizations

The topic of the control of propagation of discretionary authorizations is
concerned with who has the authorization to change an object's authoriza-
tion lists. This is controlled through the use of the special access mode
"modifyACL." Only subjects authorized for the modifyACL mode can al-
ter the weak and strong positive and negative authorization lists (with the
exception of the modify.ACL authorization lists) for the object in question.
We also propose the use of a give-grant mode, as in SeaView, to control the
propagation of discretionary authorizations (see Section 3.1). Only subjects
authorized for the give-grant mode can alter the modify.ACL authorization
lists for the object in question.

To provide the user with a choice when revoking authorizations, separate
functions would be provided for simple revocation and cascaded revocation.

5.10 Default Access Control Rules

Because authorizations are inherited, authorizations that are defined for
the root object can be considered default access control rules. Weak and
strong negative and positive authorizations assigned to the root object will
be inherited by all other objects in the system. These default authorizations
can be restricted or overridden by authorizations that are defined for objects
lower in the object hierarchy.

Similarly, different default access control rules can be specified for large
portions of the object hierarchy simply by making entries in the authoriza-
tion lists for objects sufficiently high up in the object hierarchy
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strong positive authorizations:
create-instance: <list>

delete: <list>
modify: <list>

methodl: <list>
method2: <list>

etc.

weak positive authorizations:
create-instance: <list>
delete: <Lt>

modify: <list>
methodl: <list>
method2: <list>
etc.

strong negative authorizations:
create-instance: <list>

delete: <list>
modify: <list>
methodl: <list>
method2: <list>
etc.

weak negative authorizations:
create-instance: <list>
delete: <list>
modify: <list>
methodi: <list>
method2: <list>
etc.

Figure 5).12: Aitthorization lists
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b -cause the authorizations tha, are defined for tLe root object affect the
rules of access to all the objects in thr system, it is important that they
not oe changed capriciously. Thus, autho.ization to modify such authoriza-
tio .; should be restricted to a few special u ers. This should be controlled
by L~ting only one small group on the positive authorization list for the
modity..ACL access mode for the root o1ject.

5.11 Discretionary Constraints

The discretionary ac, 'ss controls discussf-l in the previous sections can be
extended to include named discretionary -onotraints. These discretionary
constraints could be named on an object's authorization lists in the same
way as user and group names. The names could refer to rules, defined
elsewhere in the system, that can be value dependent, contain expressions
having group-id variables, contain expressions that refer to other related
objects, use logical connectives (groupl or group2), and so forth.

Possibly conflicting discretionary constraints can be resolved in the same
way as is done for users and groups. That is, constraint names can be placed
on the strong positive, weak positive, strong negative, and weak negative
access control lists. Then, the constraints on the positive lists are used to
compute who has authorization, while the constraints on the negative lists
are used to compute who does not have authorization; the constraints on
the weak lists can be overridden by the constraints on the strong lists.

The discretionary constraints would be inherited just as the other user
and group authorizations are inherited. If an object has more than one
direct parent, then the issue arises of how to combine the effects of the rules
inherited from the different parents; this is a topic for firther research.

Discretionary constraints can be used to allow or deny access on the
basis of user identity, user attributes, user role, ,iser group, location, object
name, object attributes, object value the value of related objects, time of
day, date, application name, and so on. Constraints may refer to other
constraints and ma use system-defined or externally defined functions.
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Chapter 6

Some Extensions

We have presented a flexible approach to specifying discretionary security
policies in object-oriented database systems. In this chapter we present a
means of providing some additional flexibility to users, and we also advocate
the use of a roles mechanism such as that described by Robert Baldwin [5]
(see Section 2.2) for simplifying security management in the resulting sys-
tem.

6.1 Associating Subjects with User and Group
Privileges

Given the set of strong and weak negative and positive authorizations for
users and groups, some rule must be applied for deriving authorizations for
subjects. This is especially important in the general case in which a user
may belong to several different groups. The rule that is used is likely to
depend on the specific needs of the application.

Thus, in a system such as we have described in this report, users should
be given a choice of how subject authorizations are derived from user and
group authorizations.

We have already discussed the use of strong and weak negative and
positive authorizations to control the interaction of individual and group
authorizations. However, the following choices still remain. A subject can:

* Assume the union of the user's individual authorizations and those of
all the groups to which the user belongs
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" Assume some subset of the union of the user's individual authoriza-
tions and those of all the groups to which the user belongs (this choice
must be designated by the user or application at the time of subject
invocation or must be predesignated by the application)

* Assume the union of the user's individual authorizations and of a single
group to which the user belongs (this group must be designated by
the user or application at the time of subject invocation or must be
predesignated by the application)

" Assume either the user's individual authorizations or those of one of
the user's groups (this choice must be designated by the user or appli-
cation at the time of subject invocation or must be predesignated by
the application)

The system should present users with the appropriate choices, rather than
wiring in a particular choice that may not be suited to the needs of all or

most applications.
Note that unless the system can restrict a user to having a single subject

active at a time, these choices cannot be used to implement roles or sepa-
ration of duty simply by using groups. To implement roles, an additional
capability is needed. This is discussed in the next section.

6.2 Roles

In Section 2.2 we discussed the difficulty of administering security in a re-
lational database system. As is evident from the discussion in the preced-
ing chapters, administering security is far more complex in object-oriented
database systems, especially given the degree of flexibility we propose in this
report. Unfortunately, added flexibility implies added complexity. Thus, a
system taking the approach we advocate here also needs some tools to sim-
plify the administration of security.

We advocate the use of tools similar to the ANSI SQL roles faxility and
the use of named protection domains (NPDs) described in Section 2.2. For
example, a named protection domain can be defined for each application-
specific role. The NPD would contain the strong and weak positive and
negative authorizations that are required to define each role. The applica-
tion designer would design each NPD so that it contains only those specific
authorizations required by the role.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This report presents a flexible approach to discretionary access control for
object-oriented database systems. This approach allows users to implement
arbitrary application-specific access control policies. The approach is suffi-
ciently general to allow users to implement policies that are tailored to their
application, rather than having to work around a specific policy that is
wired into the computer system. Because each such specifiable policy is im-
plemented with a common mechanism, each can be enforced with the same
degree of assurance. The capability for a single system to enforce arbitrary
application-specific discretionary security policies would materially increase
the security of database systems by allowing users to rely on the evaluated
system-provided mechanisms to enforce their specific policies, rather than
having to encode such policies in the (perhaps untrustworthy) applications
themselves.

Future work could take several directions. The model suggested here
could be formalized. A specific object-oriented system could be selected for
which a design of the discretionary security mechanisms outlined here could
be produced. The concept of discretionary constraints could be explored
further.
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